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More tutorial: PWS32.exe PE/Setup and
PWS32.EXEQ: Why is the encoding of
DataFrame column from Decimal to

String I do a convert to int in my code
and then type conversion back to

Decimal. The strange thing is, when I
look at the column which was the int

column, it is a Decimal type. Why is that
happening? Here is the code: DataFrame
df = new DataFrame("n", Arrays.asList("l

","m","h","m","h","l","h","l","m","h"));
df.registerTempTable("df"); DataFrame

output = sqlContext.sql("SELECT * FROM
df"); output.show();

output.printSchema(); int l =
output.col("l").getInt(0); int m =
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output.col("m").getInt(0); int h =
output.col("h").getInt(0); Output:

+----+---+---+ |l |m |h | +----+---+---+ |l
|m |h | +----+---+---+ +-----------+
|ColsExpr | +-----------+ |ColRef |

+-----------+ +----+----+----+ |l |m |h |
+----+----+----+ |l |m |h | +----+----+----+

+----------------+ |ConstraintsExpr|
+----------------+ +----+ |l | +----+ +----+
|m | +----+ +----+ |h | +----+ +----+ |l |
+----+ +----+ |h | +----+ A: The default
encoding of strings is unicode, but the

default encoding of numeric values is int,
which explains why you see all integers
as strings. You can change the default

codec to integer via: scala> import
java.nio.charset.Charset import
java.nio.charset. d0c515b9f4
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WindowsÂ . Windows 7 Activation RemoveWAT v2.2.5.2 (x86/x64) by Hazar Build Date: March 02, 2010. All
Windows 7 versions are supported. Windows Server 2008 R2 Editions supported.So today I was talking to my friend

Lucy about “The Wizard of Oz” and how to make it more modern in a way. I don’t think anyone would argue that
the movie is over the top on pretty much every level. But then, my next thought was that there is a scene in the

film where the witches take Ozma (or is it Glinda) and have her strip naked down to a sheet that merely covers her.
Now I didn’t really understand why everyone was acting like this was all in the same day. How does her physical
appearance change the “tone” and “humor” of the scene? I had no idea whether that was an actual thing people
were talking about, because it only came up in conversation… but I went ahead and Googled it… you’ll see what I

found there: Right! THIS is how it is talked about? I would say this has to have been entirely a product of my
friend’s imagination. That’s why I said I had no idea. Obviously if anyone at Warner Brothers were saying that this

was the actual thing they were filming, it would have been made very clear. But I digress… that’s not even the
most entertaining part of this blog. I’ve got a lot to tell you about. Like how the fine white dust that constitutes

most of the film is actually made of the sand that makes up the deserts of North Africa. Or how the “red clump” is
actually the planet Mars. Or how the entire focus of the film’s climactic sequence is completely non-sequitur-based.

But that’s for a future blog post. To get all of that out of the way, I’m going to give you a brief rundown of the
things I found out today. (Hint: It’s a lot.) First, I know that the source material (the original L. Frank Baum
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